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A bijection for plane graphs and its applications
Olivier Bernardi Gwendal Collety Eric Fusyz
Abstract
This paper is concerned with the counting and random
sampling of plane graphs (simple planar graphs embed-
ded in the plane). Our main result is a bijection between
the class of plane graphs with triangular outer face, and
a class of oriented binary trees. The number of edges
and vertices of the plane graph can be tracked through
the bijection. Consequently, we obtain counting for-
mulas and an ecient random sampling algorithm for
rooted plane graphs (with arbitrary outer face) accord-
ing to the number of edges and vertices. We also obtain
a bijective link, via a bijection of Bona, between rooted
plane graphs and 1342-avoiding permutations.
1 Introduction
A planar graph is a graph that can be embedded in the
plane (drawn in the plane without edge crossing). A pla-
nar map is an embedding of a connected planar graph
considered up to deformation. The enumeration of pla-
nar maps has been the subject of intense study since the
seminal work of Tutte in the 60's [20] showing that many
families of planar maps have beautiful counting formu-
las. Starting with the work of Cori and Vauquelin [10]
and then Schaeer [18, 19], bijective constructions have
been discovered that provide more transparent proofs of
such formulas. The enumeration of planar graphs has
also been the focus of a lot of eorts, culminating with
the asymptotic counting formulas obtained by Gimenez
and Noy [16].
In this paper we focus on simple planar maps
(planar maps without loops nor multiple edges), which
are also called plane graphs. This family of planar maps
has, quite surprisingly, not been considered until fairly
recently. This is probably due to the fact that loops and
multiple edges are typically allowed in studies about
planar maps, whereas they are usually forbidden in
studies about planar graphs. At any rate, the rst result
about plane graphs was an exact algebraic expression
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given in [3] (using a non-bijective substitution approach)
for the generating functionM(z) of rooted plane graphs
counted by the number of edges (a planar map is
said rooted if it has a marked directed edge with the
outer face on its right). Such generating functions
expressions can be given in several forms; and recently
Marc Noy [17] found a nice simplied form for M(z):
(1.1) M(z) =
zB(z)
1  zB(z) ;
where B(z) = 1+
P
n1
32n 1
(n+2)(n+1)
 
2n
n

zn is the generat-
ing function of rooted bipartite maps counted by edges
(including the one-vertex map). By a classical construc-
tion, rooted bipartite maps are in bijection with rooted
eulerian triangulations (an eulerian triangulation is a
planar map with triangular faces of two types, dark or
light, such that the outer face is dark and each edge
is incident to both a light and a dark face); and each
edge of the bipartite map corresponds to a dark face of
the associated eulerian triangulation. Thus B(z) is also
the generating function of rooted eulerian triangulations
counted by dark faces.
The identity (1.1) can be reformulated by intro-
ducing the generating function C(z) of outer-triangular
plane graphs (plane graphs such that the outer face is
a triangle) counted by edges. Indeed, as explained in
Section 3.1, it is easy to see that
M(z) =
z(1 + C(z)=z2)
1  z(1 + C(z)=z2) :
Hence (1.1) is equivalent to
(1.2)
C(z) = z2(B(z)  1)
=
P
n1
32n 1
(n+2)(n+1)
 
2n
n

zn+2:
We will prove this identity (and a renement of it taking
into account the number of vertices), by giving a bijec-
tion between outer-triangular plane graphs with n + 2
edges and eulerian triangulation with n dark triangles,
followed by a bijection between eulerian triangulation
with n dark triangles and some oriented plane trees.
More precisely, we dene an oriented binary tree as
a plane tree with vertices of degree 1 (called leaves)
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 1: (a) An outer-triangular plane graph with 11
edges and 5 inner faces, endowed with its canonical
orientation, (b) the corresponding eulerian triangulation
with 9 dark faces (including the outer one) endowed
with its canonical orientation, and (c) the corresponding
oriented binary tree with 11 leaves and 5 sources.
or 3 (called inner nodes), where edges incident to leaves
(called legs) are oriented toward the leaf and other edges
(called inner edges) are oriented arbitrarily. An inner
node whose 3 incident edges are all outgoing is called a
source. We can now state our main result.
Theorem 1.1. For n  1, outer-triangular plane
graphs with n + 2 edges are in bijection { via eulerian
triangulations with n dark faces { with oriented binary
trees with n+2 leaves. In addition, the inner faces of an
outer-triangular plane graph correspond to the sources
of the associated oriented binary tree.
As explained in Section 3.1, the bijection of The-
orem 1.1 also gives an (n + 2)-to-3 correspondence be-
tween rooted outer-triangular plane graphs with n + 2
edges and rooted oriented binary trees with n+2 leaves.
This proves (1.2) since there are clearly 2
n 1
n+1
 
2n
n

rooted
oriented binary trees with n+2 leaves. The bijection is
illustrated in Figure 1 and described in Section 2. Both
steps of the bijection rely crucially on the existence of
certain canonical orientations, introduced by Bernardi
and Fusy, in [4] for outer-triangular plane graphs and
in [5] for eulerian triangulations. In the rst step of
the bijection, the canonical orientation is used to de-
ne some local operations which transform the outer-
triangular plane graph into an eulerian triangulation;
1
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Figure 2: The plot of b(), which is the growth rate of
the expected number of embeddings of random planar
graphs with n vertices and bnc edges.
see Figure 3. We then apply a special case of a bijec-
tion by Bousquet-Melou and Schaeer [7] (reformulated
in [5] in terms of canonical orientations) in order to ob-
tain an oriented binary tree; see Figure 7.
Our bijection keeps track of the number of edges and
faces, hence also vertices by the Euler formula. We then
use classical generating function techniques (and the
easy correspondence between embeddings in the plane
and on the sphere) to obtain the following asymptotic
counting result:
Theorem 1.2. Let gn;m be the number of unrooted,
vertex-labeled, connected graphs embedded on the sphere,
with n vertices and m edges. Then, for each xed
 2 (1; 3), there are analytically computable positive
constants c() and () such that
gn;bnc  n! c()  ()n n 4:
An asymptotic estimate of the same form |with
some other constants ~c() and ~()| has been proved
by Gimenez and Noy [16] for the number ~gn;m of
connected vertex-labeled planar graphs with n vertices
and m edges. Since the expected number En;m of
embeddings on the sphere of a (uniformly) random
connected planar graph with n vertices and m edges
is gn;m=~gn;m, we get:
Corollary 1.1. For each xed  2 (1; 3) there are
analytically computable constants a() and b() such
that the expected number of embeddings satises:
En;bnc  a() b()n:
The plot of b() is shown in Figure 2. As expected,
when  ! 1, b() tends to 4=e (indeed the number of
labeled plane trees with n vertices is n!n(2n 2)
 
2n 2
n 1

=
(n!4n n 5=2), while the number of Cayley trees with
n vertices is nn 2 = (n! en n 5=2)), and when ! 3,
b() tends to 1 (indeed, at the limit  ! 3, we have
planar triangulations, which have an essentially unique
embedding by Whitney's theorem). Interestingly b()
does not decrease from 4=e  1:4715 to 1, but instead
starts increasing (with a positive slope equal to 4=e at
 = 1) up to the critical value 0  1:2065, where
b(0)  1:5381, after which b() decreases (on the
interval [0; 3)) toward 1.
As a byproduct of our bijection we also obtain
ecient random samplers for rooted plane graphs
according to the number of edges (univariate), and
according to the number of vertices and the number
of edges (bivariate). While the univariate sampler is
elementary (see Section 4), the bivariate sampler relies
on Boltzmann sampling, as was the case for the random
sampler for planar graphs given in [15]. However the
sampler for plane graphs given here is much simpler to
describe and implement. In particular, we can sample
exactly at the singularity, which was not the case for the
sampler for planar graphs in [15] (due to an extensive
use of rejection).
Bijective link with 1342-avoiding permuta-
tions. As observed by Marc Noy [17], the expression
M(z) = (zB(z))=(1  zB(z)) coincides with the expres-
sion discovered and proved bijectively by Bona [6] for
the generating function of 1342-avoiding permutations.
Thus, Theorem 1.1, combined with Bona's proof, yields
a bijection between 1342-avoiding permutations of size
n and rooted plane graphs with n edges.
Relation with existing bijections. There is now a
rich literature on bijections for various families of pla-
nar maps, with some very general constructions [18, 19,
8, 5, 1] at hand. These bijections typically associate a
tree (decorated in a certain way) to a map with spe-
cic constraints (e.g., no loops, no multiple edges, a re-
striction on the face-degrees). In particular, a dierent
bijection for outer-triangular plane graphs was given in
[4], relying on the same canonical orientations as the
ones used here, but not going through eulerian trian-
gulations. The bijection in [4] is more precise than the
one of Theorem 1.1 in the sense that the correspond-
ing decorated trees, called mobiles, keep track of the
face-degree distribution of the outer-triangular plane
graphs. However, the price to pay is that the mobiles
in [4] are signicantly more complicated than the ori-
ented binary trees appearing in Theorem 1.1. It sug-
gests that, when forgetting the precise face-degrees (and
recording just the number of edges and faces), the mo-
biles in [4] should simplify into oriented binary trees.
Such a simplication does not seem easy to dene on
tree-structures. Instead the strategy adopted here is
to use another family of maps (eulerian triangulations)
as intermediate structures used to simplify the output
tree-structure. So the simplication occurs conveniently
(and quite mysteriously) at the \map-level" rather than
at the \tree-level"1.
2 The bijection
2.1 Canonical orientations for outer-triangular
plane graphs. An orientation with buds of a planar
map is an orientation of its edges, with some additional
outgoing half-edges called buds attached to corners
of the map. A 3-orientation with buds of an outer-
triangular plane graph is an orientation of the inner
edges (the outer edges are left unoriented) with buds,
such that each outer vertex has outdegree 0, each
inner vertex has outdegree 3 (buds contribute to the
outdegree), and each inner face of degree d + 3 has d
incident buds. The following holds:
Theorem 2.1. ([4]) A planar map G with a triangular
outer face admits a 3-orientation with buds i G is
simple. Moreover each outer-triangular plane G graph
has a unique 3-orientation with buds satisfying the
following properties (see Figure 1.a):
 Outer-accessibility: from any vertex, there is an
oriented path toward the outer boundary.
 Minimality: there is no clockwise circuit.
 Local property at buds: the next half-edge after each
bud in clockwise order around the incident vertex is
either a bud or an outgoing edge. In particular, if
a vertex carries two buds, they must be adjacent.
This orientation is called the canonical 3-orientation
with buds of G.
In an outer-triangular plane graph endowed with its
canonical 3-orientation with buds, an inner vertex with
i (0  i  2) buds is called a vertex of type i.
2.2 Canonical orientations for eulerian triangu-
lations. A 1-orientation of an eulerian triangulation is
a partial orientation without buds such that outer edges
are unoriented, each outer vertex has outdegree 0, each
inner vertex has outdegree 1, and each inner dark tri-
angle has one edge oriented counterclockwise while the
other two are unoriented. The following holds:
1In a similar spirit, a recent bijection due to Ambjrn and
Budd [2] makes it possible to simplify the shape of the tree
containing the information on the distance-prole of a map, using
quadrangulations as intermediate structures.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3: (a) An outer-triangular plane graph endowed
with its canonical 3-orientation with buds, (b) after
ination and (c) after merging, the resulting eulerian
triangulation endowed with its canonical 1-orientation.
Theorem 2.2. ([7, 5]) Each eulerian triangulation
has a unique 1-orientation with no circuit (this is easily
seen to be equivalent to an outer-accessibility property,
i.e., the existence of an oriented path to the outer bound-
ary from each inner vertex). We call it the canonical
1-orientation.
In an eulerian triangulation endowed with its canonical
1-orientation, we call base-edge (drawn in red on gures)
of a dark inner triangle f the edge following the unique
oriented edge of f in clockwise order around f . A light
triangle with i 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g incident non-base edges is
called a light triangle of type i.
2.3 Bijection between outer-triangular plane
graphs and eulerian triangulations. We use the
canonical orientations to derive the main bijective result
of this article:
Theorem 2.3. There is a bijection between outer-
triangular plane graphs and eulerian triangulations.
Each inner edge of the plane graph corresponds to an in-
ner dark triangle. Each inner vertex of type i 2 f0; 1; 2g
of the plane graph corresponds to a light triangle of
type i, and each inner face corresponds to a light tri-
angle of type 3.
Proof. Let C be an outer-triangular plane graph en-
dowed with its canonical 3-orientation with buds. Inner
edges and inner vertices will be inated in the following
way:
 Each inner edge becomes a dark triangle whose
basis is the origin of the edge,
 each inner vertex becomes a light triangle whose
edges come from its former outgoing half-edges
(including buds).
↔
↔
↔
↔
After ination, former inner faces of degree d+3 (d  0)
have now degree 2d+3 (the d incident buds have turned
into edges). Considering edges coming from buds as
opening parenthesis, and remaining edges as closing
parenthesis, one can form a clockwise parenthesis sys-
tem leaving 3 edges unmatched, see Figure 4. Hence, af-
ter merging the matched edges, the 3 unmatched edges
form a light triangle. This ensures that each face is a
triangle in the resulting map. Moreover, the edges cre-
ated by the ination are incident to a dark and a light
faces, except for edges coming from buds, which are in-
cident to two light faces. After merging, these edges are
necessarily incident to a dark face as well. Therefore the
triangulation is properly bicolored and is an eulerian tri-
angulation (the outer face, which is left unchanged, is
colored dark).
↔
Figure 4: Generic situation in a face of degree 4 + 3.
The resulting eulerian triangulation itself is en-
dowed with an orientation (without buds). After ina-
tion, each inner dark triangle carries one counterclock-
wise oriented edge, and the vertex at the right extremity
of the base-edge has outdegree 1. Other vertices (com-
ing from buds) have no outgoing edge before merging.
The merging ensures that these vertices are merged with
vertices of outdegree 1, without creating any circuit,
and preserving oriented paths from inner vertices to the
outer boundary. Therefore we obtain the canonical 1-
orientation for eulerian triangulations.
Conversely, starting from an eulerian triangulation
endowed with its canonical 1-orientation, each transfor-
mation can be easily reversed. Edges that have been
merged are exactly the non-base edges in light triangles
of type 1 or 2. Let a dark peak incident to a vertex
be the two consecutive edges of a single dark triangle
incident to this vertex. Note that, in clockwise order
around a vertex, a dark peak can be either black-black,
red-black or black-red. Moreover, there is exactly one
red-black peak around a vertex since each vertex has
outdegree 1.
In a rst step, at each light triangle of type 1 or
2, untie a black-red dark peak as in Figure 5 (these
operations have to be thought as done simultaneously
at each light triangle of type 1 or 2):
→ →
→ →
(a)
(b)
Figure 5: Separation in (a) a light triangle of type 1,
and (b) a light triangle of type 2.
In the resulting untied map, light triangles of type 3
have become light faces of degree 2d + 3 (for some
d  0), while other triangles are left unchanged. It
is easy to check that the light triangles of type 0, 1 or
2 are vertex-disjoint (this follows from the fact that,
in a 1-orientation, around any inner vertex v, there is
just one corner incident to v in a light face such that
the clockwise-most edge of the corner is a base-edge).
Hence light triangles of type 0; 1 or 2 can be contracted
independently into vertices of the same type, and inner
dark triangles into oriented edges, which yields an outer-
triangular plane graph endowed with a 3-orientation
with buds.
Untied edges were all unoriented, thus accessibility
is preserved in the untied map for any vertex but for
those duplicated in the separation process. When dark
triangles are contracted, those vertice are merged with
the ones having an outgoing edge, which guarantees
outer-accessibility. The local property at buds is also
readily checked to be satised (see Figure 5). It remains
to show that the orientation is minimal. Suppose it
is not. Then by outer-accessibility, it must have a
clockwise cycle C that such that any edge incident to
C from the inside of C is directed out of C. Clearly
such a cycle C had to be already present in the untied
map (C has not been aected by the contraction step),
and also before the separation process, a contradiction.
Therefore the output is an outer-triangular plane graph
endowed with its canonical 3-orientation with buds.
2.4 Bijection with oriented binary trees. In this
subsection, we follow the reformulation given in [5]
of the bijection for eulerian triangulations due to
Bousquet-Melou and Schaeer [7] (their construction
applies actually to more general objects called constel-
lations). We then make some simplications.
Starting from an eulerian triangulation T , where
vertices are drawn as circles, one obtains a binary tree
as follows:
 Endow T with its canonical 1-orientation.
 Put a dark square vertex in each inner dark trian-
gle, and a light square vertex in each light triangle.
 Apply the local rule indicated in Figure 6 to each
edge of T .
 Remove every edge of T , and the 3 outer vertices.
Figure 6: Local rule of the bijection between eulerian
triangulations and binary trees.
Claim 2.1. ([7, 5]) The above construction is a bijec-
tion between eulerian triangulations and unrooted binary
trees with
 two types of leaves: round leaves and (extremities
of) buds,
 two types of inner nodes: dark squares (adjacent
to one round leaf and two light squares) and light
squares (adjacent to buds and dark squares),
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7: (a) An eulerian triangulation endowed with
its canonical 1-orientation, (b) applying the local rule,
(c) the resulting bicolored binary tree and (d) the
simplied oriented binary tree.
 and such that each dark square is adjacent to two
light squares and one round leaf.
Each inner dark triangle corresponds to a dark square of
the binary tree, and each light triangle to a light square.
Each inner edge corresponds to an edge (excluding buds)
of the binary tree, and each inner vertex to a round leaf.
This kind of binary tree can be further simplied
thanks to the particular neighborhood of each dark
square: one can replace each dark square and its
adjacent round leaf by an oriented edge as represented
in Figure 8. After simplication, one obtains a binary
tree with only light square inner nodes and whose leaves
are the former buds, hence an oriented binary tree.
The full process is illustrated in Figure 7. This gives
the following result, which together with Theorem 2.3
implies Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 2.4. ([7] reformulated in [5]) There is
a bijection between eulerian triangulations and oriented
binary trees. Each inner dark triangle corresponds to an
inner edge of the binary tree. Each light triangle of type
0  i  3 corresponds to an inner node of outdegree i.
3 Counting results
3.1 Exact counting. Let C be an outer-triangular
plane graph, E the corresponding eulerian triangulation
↔
Figure 8: Simplication of the binary trees.
and T the corresponding oriented binary tree. Looking
at the local rules (see Figures 6 and 8), one sees that
each inner dark face of E yields an oriented inner edge
and a leaf in T |these are considered as matched|
and each of the 3 outer edges of E yields a leaf (no
inner edge) in T . These 3 special leaves of T are called
exposed, the other ones (non-exposed) being matched
with the inner edges of T . The 3 exposed leaves
naturally correspond to each of the 3 outer edges of
E, which are also the 3 outer edges of C. Hence, by
Theorem 1.1, rooted outer-triangular plane graphs with
n edges and i inner faces (n  i 2 inner vertices) are in
bijection with oriented binary trees rooted at an exposed
leaf, with n leaves and i sources (n   i   2 non-source
inner nodes).
Let U be the family of oriented binary trees rooted
at a leaf, and let V be the family of oriented binary trees
rooted at a leaf, with the edge incident to the root-leaf
reversed (thus the inner node adjacent to the leaf is
never a source, moreover the root-leaf is not considered
as a source). Let U  U(x; z) (resp. V  V (x; z)) be
the generating function of U (resp. V) where x marks
the number of non-source inner nodes and z marks the
number of non-root leaves. By a classical decomposition
at the root (into a left subtree and a right subtree), U
and V are given by
(3.3)

U = (z + V )2 + 2xU(z + V ) + xU2;
V = x(z + U + V )2:
Note that, for x = 1, by symmetry we have U =
V and thus U = (z + 2U)2, which gives U =P
n1
2n 1
n+1
 
2n
n

zn+1.
Proposition 3.1. Let C be the family of rooted outer-
triangular plane graphs, and let C  C(x; z) be the
generating function of C where x marks the number of
inner vertices (all vertices except the 3 outer ones) and
z marks the number of edges. Then we have the two
following expressions:
(3.4)
@C
@z
= 3U; C = zU   UV;
where U and V are given by (3.3).
Proof. The rst expression is just a consequence of the
fact that among the n leaves of an oriented binary
M M
M
C
u = w u u
v v v
w w
Figure 9: Decomposition of a plane graph along the
root: 3 cases.
tree, 3 are exposed, so that C = 3
R
Udz. The second
expression follows from the property that, in an oriented
binary tree, the non-exposed leaves are matched with
the inner edges, and from the fact that UV is clearly
the generating function of oriented binary trees with a
marked inner edge. Thus, since zU is the generating
function of oriented binary trees rooted at a leaf, we
conclude that zU   UV is the generating function of
oriented binary trees rooted at an exposed leaf.
LetM be the family of rooted plane graphs (with at
least one edge), and let M M(x; z) be the generating
function of M, where x marks the number of vertices
and z marks the number of edges. We can now easily
express M(x; z) from C(x; z). Consider a rooted plane
graph , call u the origin of the root-edge, v the end
of the root-edge, and w the next vertex after v in
counterclockwise order around the root-face. Three
cases can happen, as shown in Figure 9:
1. u = w, i.e., the root edge is a pending leg (with v
of degree 1), and there is a rooted plane graph 0
(possibly reduced to a vertex) hanging at u;
2. u and w are not equal but are adjacent in , then
 naturally decomposes (cutting along the edge
fu;wg) into a map in C and a map in M;
3. u and w are not equal nor adjacent, in which
case  is uniquely obtained from some 0 2 C by
deleting the outer edge that follows the root-edge
in a clockwise walk around the outer face.
This yields
(3.5)
M = xz(x+M) + xz 1CM + x3z 1C
)M = x2z(1+xC=z2)1 xz(1+C=z2) ;
and by Proposition 3.1 we obtain:
Proposition 3.2. The generating function M 
M(x; z) of rooted plane graphs by the number of ver-
tices and the number of edges is expressed as
(3.6) M =
x2z + x3U  (1  V=z)
1  xz   xU  (1  V=z) ;
where U and V are given by (3.3).
3.2 Asymptotic counting. This section gives
asymptotic estimates for the number of rooted plane
graphs (and labeled connected graphs embedded on
the sphere), which follow rather directly from the ex-
pressions in Section 3.1 and the application of suitable
lemmas from singularity analysis (taken from [12], the
terminology used here is taken from [9, Sec. 2]). For
a bivariate series f(x; z), for each x > 0, let (x) be
the radius of convergence of z ! f(x; z). Then (x) is
called the singularity function of f(x; z) with respect
to z. A point (x0; z0) such that z0 = (x0) is called
a singular point of f(x; z). Let (x0; z0) be a singular
point of f(x; z) such that 0(x0) 6= 0 and (x) is
analytically continuable to a complex neighborhood of
x0. Then, for  a positive half-integer, f(x; z) is said to
admit a singular expansion of order  around (x0; z0)
with leading variable z, if there exist functions g(x; z)
and h(x; z) analytic around (x0; z0), with h(x0; z0) 6= 0,
such that, in a complex neighborhood of (x0; z0),
f(x; z) = g(x; z) + h(x; z)  (1  z=(x)):
The singular expansion is called strong if f(x; z) is
analytically continuable to a complex domain of the
form 
 = f(x; z) j jxj  x0 + ; jzj  z0 + gnf1  
z=(x) 2 R0g for some  > 0. It can be shown
(see [12]) that then f(x; z) also has a strong singular
expansion at (x0; z0) with leading variable x, hence it is
not necessary to mention which variable is taken as the
leading variable.
A rst task for us is to determine the singular
points of U(x; z). It is easy to see that the singular
points are the same for U(x; z) as for V (x; z). We have
U = x(z + U + V )2 + (1   x)(z + V )2 = V + (1  
x)(z + V )2, so that V = x(z + 2V + (1  x)(z + V )2)2,
so we have an explicit polynomial equation of the form
H(x; z; V ) = 0, satised by V  V (x; z). Hence we
classically have to look for solutions in fx; zg of the
system fH(x; z; V ); @H@V (x; z; V ) = 0g. With the help of
a computer algebra system (to take the resultant of the
two equations according to V ), we nd and check that
the singular points cover the curve parametrized by
(3.7)
(
x = (u+1)(u 1)
3
u3(u 2)
z = (2u+1)(u 2)u
3
4(u+1)(u 1)
over u 2 (0; 1):
Lemma 3.1. The generating functions U(x; z) and
V (x; z) have a strong singular expansion of order
1=2 around any of their singular points, which are
parametrized by (3.7).
Proof. There are general conditions, given in [11], un-
der which a bivariate (more generally a multivariate)
generating function f(x; z) that appears in a positive
equation-system has a strong singular expansion of or-
der 1=2 at any singular point (z0; u0). These conditions
(irreducibility, aperiodicity,...) are readily checked to be
satised by (3.3).
We will use the following lemma from [12] (see
also [9, Sec.2]):
Lemma 3.2. Let f(x; z) be a bivariate generating func-
tion that admits a strong singular expansion of order 
at a singular point (x0; z0). Then the generating func-
tion
R
f(x; z)dz admits a strong singular expansion of
order + 1 at (x0; z0).
Lemma 3.3. The generating functions C(x; z) and
M(x; z) have the same singular points as U(x; z). In
addition, at any singular point (x0; z0), C(x; z) and
M(x; z) admit a strong singular expansion of order 3=2.
Proof. For C(x; z) it is a direct consequence of C =R
Udz and of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. We now con-
sider M(x; z). We have (where the symbol  means
\coecient-wise smaller"):
x3C(x; z) M(x; z)  x3C(x; z)=z2;
the lower bound is due to C being a subfamily ofM, and
the upper bound is due to the fact that, for an object
in M, the operation of adding a vertex of degree 2 in
the outer face connected to the two extremities of the
root-edge yields an object in C. These bounds and the
fact thatM(x; z) has a specic rational expression (3.5)
in terms of C(x; z), x and z easily imply that M(x; z)
\inherits" from C(x; z) the property of having a strong
singular expansion of order 3=2 at (x0; z0).
We now turn our attention to embeddings on the
sphere. Let gi;n be the number of connected graphs
embedded on the sphere with n edges and i vertices,
the vertices having distinct labels in [1::i]. And let
G(x; z) =
P
i;n
1
i!gi;nx
izn be the corresponding (expo-
nential) generating function. Let mi;n be the number of
rooted plane graphs with i vertices and n edges. There
are i! distinct ways to label the vertices of a rooted plane
graph with i vertices; and there are 2n ways to root a
connected labeled graph embedded on the sphere (one
takes the face on the right of the root-edge as the outer
face). Since these are two ways to construct the same
objects (rooted labeled) we have i!mi;n = 2n gi;n, hence
(3.8) 2z
@G
@z
(x; z) =M(x; z):
Hence, by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we obtain:
Lemma 3.4. The generating function G(x; z) has the
same singular points as U(x; z). In addition, at any
singular point (x0; z0), G(x; z) admits a strong singular
expansion of order 5=2.
From this we can obtain asymptotic estimates
for the coecients of G(x; z) (as well as C(x; z) and
M(x; z)) using the following transfer lemma [14]:
Lemma 3.5. Let f(x; z) be a generating function that
admits a strong singular expansion of order  at any
singular point, and let (z) be the singularity function
of f(x; z) with respect to x. Then for any z0 > 0 (in
particular z0 = 1) the coecient fn(z0) = [x
n]f(x; z0)
satises
fn(z0)  c n  1n:
where  = 1=(z0) and c is some (analytically com-
putable) positive constant.
Assume that (z) :=  z0(z)=(z) is strictly
increasing, and dene a = limz!0 (z) and b =
limz!+1 (z). For any xed  2 (a; b) let z0 be
the positive value where (z0) =  and let () =
1=(z0). Then there is a positive (analytically com-
putable) constant c() such that the coecients fn;m :=
[xnzm]f(x; z) satisfy
fn;bnc  c()n  3=2()n when n!1:
In our case (singularity function of U(x; z)), we
easily check (with a computer algebra system) that a =
1 and b = 3. Together with Lemma 3.4, the second part
of Lemma 3.5 yields Theorem 1.2; while the rst part
ensures for instance that the number cn of connected
graphs embedded on the sphere and having n (labeled)
vertices satises asymptotically cn  n! c n 7=2n,
where c and  are computable,   34:2672. This
is to be compared with the asymptotic number ~cn of
connected planar graphs with n vertices given in [16],
which is asymptotically ~cn  n! ~c n 7=2~n, with ~ 
27:2269. Hence, the expected number of embeddings on
the sphere of a random planar graph with n (labeled)
vertices is asymptotically a  bn, with b  1:2586.
4 Application to random generation of plane
graphs
4.1 Sampling rooted plane graphs by edges. We
rst give an easy uniform random sampler for the family
Mm of rooted plane graphs with m edges.
Let Cm be the set of rooted outer-triangular plane
graphs with m edges. As explained in Section 3.1, the
bijection of Theorem 1.1 can be formulated as an m-
to-3 correspondence between Cm and the family Um of
rooted oriented binary trees with m leaves. Uniform
sampling in Um can classically be done in linear time
(generate a rooted binary tree and ip a coin at each
inner edge to choose the orientation). Hence, composing
with the bijection of Theorem 1.1 (seen as an m-to-
3 correspondence) yields a linear-time uniform random
sampler for Cm.
Now, let eCm  Cm be the set of rooted outer-
triangular plane graphs with m edges such that the
outer vertex opposite to the root-edge has degree 2. For
C 2 eCm+2, let (C) 2 Mm be the rooted plane graph
obtained from C by deleting the outer vertex opposite to
the root-edge (and its two incident edges). Clearly,  is
a bijection between eCm+2 and Mm. Hence a uniform
random sampler for Mm is obtained by repeatedly
calling the sampler for Cm+2 until the generated object
C is in eCm+2, and then returning (C).
Proposition 4.1. The above procedure yields a uni-
form random sampler for rooted plane graphs with m
edges in expected time O(m).
Proof. At each trial the probability of success (of being
in eCm+2) is jeCm+2j=jCm+2j = jMmj=jCm+2j. The
expressions of C(z) and M(z) yield (using transfer
lemmas) asymptotic estimates of the form c 8mm 5=2
for both jCm+2j and jMmj. Thus, the probability of
success tends to a positive constant as m ! 1 (hence
is bounded from below uniformly in m). Moreover,
by an elementary probability identity, the expected
complexity of the sampler for Mm equals the expected
complexity of the sampler for Cm+2 (which is O(m))
divided by the probability of success.
4.2 Sampling rooted plane graphs by vertices
and edges. We now explain how to generate rooted
plane graphs by vertices and edges. Our generator relies
on the methodology of Boltzmann sampling [13]. This
is similar to the sampler developed for planar graphs
in [15], but the sampler described here is much simpler
and one can sample exactly at the singularity. We
denote U = Sm Um, C = Sm Cm, and eC = Sm eCm. A
Boltzmann sampler  U(x; z) for the class U of oriented
binary trees is an algorithm which outputs each T 2 U
with probability proportional to xnzm, where n is the
number of non-source inner nodes and m is the number
of leaves. As explained in [13], a grammar specication
such as (3.3) can be automatically translated into a
Boltzmann sampler  U(x; z), such that the complexity
of generating a tree T 2 U is linear inm. Via them-to-3
correspondence between Um and Cm,  U(x; z) yields a
random generator  C(x; z) where each C 2 C is drawn
with probability proportional to mxnzm, where n is the
number of vertices and m is the number of edges, and
the cost is linear in m.
From this generator  C(x; z) we can easily obtain
random samplers for rooted plane graphs, either in the
form of an exact-size or an approximate-size random
sampler (in the rst case, the \target-domain" for the
pair (#vertices;#edges) is a singleton (n;m), in the
second case, the target-domain is of the form [n(1  
); n(1+ )] [m(1  );m(1+ )]). As explained in [13],
by appropriately tuning x and z in  C(x; z), and using
early-abort technique, one can obtain ecient exact-
and approximate-size samplers. Indeed, let  := m=n
and let z0 be the value of z associated to  as explained
in the second part of Lemma 3.5, and let x0 be the
value such that (x0; z0) is a singular point of U(x; z).
We consider the random sampler that consists in calling
 C(x0; z0) until the generated plane graph G = (V;E)
is in eC and the pair (n;m) given by n := jV j   1;m :=
jEj 2 is in the target-domain (each call to  C(x0; z0) is
aborted as soon as these numbers are already too large),
and then returning G0 = (G), which has n vertices and
m edges.
Proposition 4.2. When m=n is bounded away from
1 and 3 (by a xed positive constant c > 0), the
expected cost of the random sampler for rooted plane
graphs is O(n5=2) in exact-size sampling and is O(n=)
in approximate-size sampling. (The constant in the big
O depends on c.)
As in [15] it is also possible to get an exact-size
(target-domain n) and approximate-size (target-domain
[n(1   ); n(1 + )]) random sampler according to the
number of vertices, with no target domain for the
number of edges. The technique is similar except
that one has to call the Boltzmann sampler  C(x0; 1)
|with x0 the value such that (x0; 1) is singular| until
the rooted plane graph obtained is in eC and the number
of vertices is in the target-domain (again each call to
 C(x0; 1) is aborted as soon as the number of vertices
is too large). In this case, the expected cost is O(n2) for
exact-size sampling and O(n=) for approximate-size
sampling.
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